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Tell us: Do you plan on taking the COVID-19 vaccine?
Health Canada has approved the Pﬁzer-BioNTech vaccine with doses expected to arrive next week
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Undocumented people falling between the cracks
Thu., December 3, 2020, 6:17 p.m. GMT-5 · 7 min read

WATERLOO REGION — In a cold living room with just a few
pieces of furniture, Francois and his family sit anxiously
reading a response from Immigration Canada.
After almost seven years of laying roots here, their
application for permanent residency on humanitarian and
compassionate grounds has been denied.
As undocumented people they are not eligible for support
from local immigration service providers and have no
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protections as essential low-wage workers.
Living in a Kitchener neighbourhood that has been hit hard
by the second wave of the pandemic, Francois and his family
face constant stress.
“If we get the virus,” Francois trailed oﬀ, pressing his temples.
“I really don’t want to get sick.”
Without a Social Insurance Number, Francois is not able to
access the Canada Recovery Beneﬁt, and must pay upfront
for health care. Francois said that he and his wife endure
chronic back pain, and are not able to aﬀord to go to a walkin clinic.
The Record has chosen not to use Francois’ last name.
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“We are here but we aren’t visible,” Francois says. “No one
cares about us.”
Francois and his family are just part of the many
undocumented people navigating a system that doesn’t track
them well, and those lost in its maze feel doesn’t care about
them.
It is unknown how many undocumented people might be
living here, according to Tara Bedard, executive director of
Waterloo Region Immigration Partnership.
“We do not have very good or really any data on this for the
region,” Bedard wrote in an email.
Francois, a ﬂuent French speaker from East Africa, came to
Canada in March 2014 under the temporary foreign worker
(TFW) program to work at a plant, ﬁrst in Quebec and then in
Kitchener.
He said he brought his family with him because recruiters
and the Kitchener-based company that hired him made a
verbal promise to assist with his application for permanent
residency. He said that promise was not fulﬁlled. He’s not
willing to name the company, as he is worried about creating
trouble for his friends who still work there.
“If you’re drowning, you don’t want your friends to drown,”
Francois said.
Melanie Grant, a licensed immigration consultant and
founder of Canadian Connection Immigration, said that TFWs
like Francois who are hired for low-skilled positions run into
these kind of problems at the end of their permits.
Grant said that while most TFWs do not plan to overstay,
they are told, as Francois was, that if they stay they can get
their papers. “But when they actually pursue that option, it
doesn’t happen and they lose out on the period to leave.”
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By the time Grant met Francois to explain that a study or
work permit would have given them more time, it was
already too late; the window to apply for these permits had
closed.
Francois was able to get some information and support from
the Working Centre, YMCA, and the KW Multicultural Centre.
But it can be challenging for local immigration service
providers to work with people who don’t ﬁt the eligibility
criteria for services they are funded to provide.
Francois and his family’s last resort was to ask to stay on
humanitarian and compassionate grounds. Their application
was rejected by Immigration, Refugee and Citizenship
Canada.
One of the categories Immigration evaluates to establish ties
to the community is employment. For the last four years
Francois, who was trained as a machinist, has been working
as a line cook or dishwasher in kitchens. His wife is a
housekeeper for a family in Waterloo. His daughter, recently
graduated from high school and found work cleaning for a
local construction company.
Francois and his wife were reprimanded for working without
a valid permit and were criticized for lacking tax assessments
or pay stubs to show for their work. Immigration said their
inability to provide evidence of an extensive employment
history weighed heavily against them.
Francois said when he was honest with prospective
employers about being undocumented, he would get paid $9
to $10 an hour, “because they know they can get away with
it.”
He learned to keep his status hidden and to ask only to be
paid in cash.
“Here even dogs are treated better than us,” Francois said.
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action would be removal,” Grant said.
Jenna Hennebry, associate director of the International
Migration Research Centre at Wilfrid Laurier University, said
that the TFW program’s shifting rules and complicated
paperwork create conditions for some employers to exploit
vulnerable workers.
“Having to juggle diﬀerent administrative systems is
something that employers aren’t keen on, and they say it
becomes a kind of administrative barrier.”
Hennebry said that because relationships between local
companies and recruiters who facilitate the ﬂow of TFWs
into the country are not well regulated in Ontario, there is no
guarantee that incentives and promises made to TFWs will
be honoured.
Francois said that he and his family are regular church goers
and volunteer with the Working Centre. He said he is always
willing to help his network of neighbours and friends.
“Whether that is moving, painting, making food, whatever it
is, if my community needs me for help I will be there,”
Francois said.
Although there was acknowledgement of the family’s social
ties in Canada, the Immigration decision argued that
“relationships are not bound by geographical locations” and
that Francois and his family could “maintain their friendships
via alternate means such as telephone, Skype, or emails.”
Hennebry said that the TFW program’s deepest ﬂaw is how it
reduces people to just workers.
“These are people that have relationships and family
members and connections to communities that are part of
the substance and fabric of our communities.”
While our region has become increasingly aware of migrant
farmers, Hennebry said there is a gap in knowledge about
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outdated understanding of how people are coming into the
country.
“Now most people come here as students, or they come here
as temporary foreign workers. We’re talking about hundreds
of thousands of migrant workers in Canada, more than the
numbers of permanent resident entries. Yet, when they’re
stuck in limbo, we have no services to support them.”
Francois wants to stay in Canada, as he said it oﬀers a better,
safer future for his kids. “Back home we don’t have many
opportunities, here there are so many more possibilities,” he
said.
His oldest daughter has been admitted to York University,
the only Canadian university that oﬀers young people
without legal status an opportunity to study and earn a
degree. Drawing on her own experiences, she hopes to
pursue a career in law and human rights.
Hennebry said that immigration service providers should be
given more support to help people without status clear
administrative hurdles instead of criminalizing them through
detention and deportation orders.
“I think that there needs to be a broader conversation about
how the temporary foreign worker program and the
international student system links up with our permanent
migration system, because currently it does not.”
Fitsum Areguy’s reporting is funded by the Canadian
government through its Local Journalism Initiative. Email
fareguy@therecord.com Twitter @ﬁtsumareguy
Fitsum Areguy, Local Journalism Initiative Reporter, Waterloo
Region Record

Our goal is to create a safe and engaging place for users to connect over interests
and passions. In order to improve our community experience, we are temporarily
suspending article commenting.
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Latest Stories
Reuters

Not without India: World's pharmacy gears up for
vaccine race
India, the world's biggest vaccine maker, is getting set for the
massive global blitz to contain the coronavirus pandemic
with its pharmaceutical industry and partners freeing up…
10 hours ago

HuﬀPost Canada

7 Discounts Seniors Get Only
If They Know
Recent studies show that 78% of
Canadians have never claimed these...
Improve Savings

READ MORE

The Royal Family Got Together — At A Distance —
For The 1st Time This Year
They were there to thank frontline workers.

19 hours ago
Ad • WorldLifeStyle

Elevator Security Cameras Got More Than Expected
Some people really do get up to some strange things while
standing and waiting in elevators. Here's 15 awkward
moments caught by elevator cameras.
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Recent studies show that 78% of
Canadians have never claimed these...
Improve Savings

READ MORE

The Canadian Press

Michigan's top court spikes election lawsuit by Trump allies
DETROIT — The Michigan Supreme Court on Wednesday rejected an unprecedented request to take
control of ballots and ballot boxes from the Nov. 3 election and appoint someone to investigate claims
of vote-counting fraud in Detroit. The court said it is “not persuaded that it can or should grant the…
23 hours ago
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New book captures retired teachers’ mission to build a school in rural Nepal
Some people think of retirement as a period to relax, to step oﬀ the treadmill of day-to-day life and
spend more quality time with loved ones and chill out. Not SilverStar resident Patti Lefkos. In fact, upon
retiring from a fulﬁlling teaching career, Lefkos went to journalism school, wrote some award-winning…
22 hours ago

CBC

SHA calls Parkside Extendicare outbreak an emergency, puts out wide call for workers
The Saskatchewan Health Authority is calling the COVID-19 outbreak at Regina's Parkside Extendicare
home an emergency and is sending out a wide call for more health workers to assist at the
facility. "Regina Parkside is currently experiencing a severe, widespread outbreak of COVID-19 cases in…
a day ago
Ad • IHDaily

96-Year-Old Sells House Then They Find This Inside
Realtors were completely shocked when they walked into the house... talk about the surprise of a
lifetime!
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Canada and Britain sign agreement for post-Brexit
trade, tables legislation
OTTAWA — Canada and Britain say they've signed a deal to
keep trade ﬂowing smoothly after the U.K. leaves the
European Union at the end of the year.The Liberal…
23 hours ago

The Canadian Press

Manitoba lays out COVID-19 vaccination plan, looks
at ways to encourage uptake
WINNIPEG — Some 900 health-care workers will be the ﬁrst
in Manitoba to receive a COVID-19 vaccine after doses start
to arrive in the province as early as next week, Premier Bria…
22 hours ago
Ad • WiﬁBlast Range Extender

39 Popular Gadgets Selling Like Crazy This Holiday
We love these gadgets and think you will too! This list
contains the most trending, best selling devices of 2020.

The Canadian Press

Congress vows to watch Army response to Fort
Hood violence
WASHINGTON — Members of Congress pledged on
Wednesday to deepen their investigations into sexual
assault, harassment and other problems at Fort Hood, Texa…
22 hours ago

The Canadian Press

Veteran Palestinian oﬃcial Hanan Ashrawi resigns
RAMALLAH, Palestinian Territory — Hanan Ashrawi, a
veteran senior oﬃcial in the Palestine Liberation
Organization, announced her resignation on Wednesday,…
a day ago

CBC

N.S. extends pay for virtual care as long-term talks continue with doctors
Nova Scotia Premier Stephen McNeil says virtual health care is here to stay, but some ﬁne-tuning
remains to be done about how it looks in the future.Long-standing calls for virtual care from patients
and health-care providers were addressed at the onset of the pandemic when the province approved…
23 hours ago
Ad • Deﬁnition

Fake Reality Shows That People Believed Were Real
Is there anything real about reality TV? Probably not, the fact that they are even ﬁlmed are staged to
begin with.
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Reform will make development process easier to navigate, encourage growth, Wembley
mayor says
The Town of Wembley will hold a public hearing Monday on a proposed overhaul of the Land Use Bylaw
(LUB), intended to manage the use and development of land. While the hearing doesn’t concern any
speciﬁc upcoming development, the amendments will make the LUB easier to understand and use…
23 hours ago
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RCMP arrest 3, search for four suspects, after incident on Onion Lake Cree Nation
RCMP arrested three people and searching for four more suspects, whose identities are yet unknown to
police. According to police, on December 8 at about 6:45 p.m., Onion Lake RCMP received information
from a neighbouring detachment of a vehicle that ﬂed from police near Paradise Hill, SK. The suspect…
23 hours ago
Ad • The Motley Fool Canada

10 Stocks for Canadian Investors to Buy This Month
Renowned investor Iain Butler just named 10 stocks for
Canadians to buy today.
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First Nations children breastfed less, have more substance abuse disorders than other
Manitoba children: study
A new study shows First Nations children have a signiﬁcantly lower rate of being breastfed at birth and
much higher rates of dental surgery and substance use disorders compared to other children in
Manitoba. Our Children, our Future: The Health and Well-being of First Nations Children in Manitoba…
22 hours ago
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Le vaccin contre la COVID-19 approuvé par Santé Canda
Santé Canada a autorisé le vaccin proposé par Pﬁzer et BioNTech contre la COVID-19. Celui-ci répondait
aux exigences rigoureuses du ministère en matière d’innocuité, d’eﬃcacité et de qualité pour son
utilisation au Canada. Cela donne également le feu vert aux autorités sanitaires pour lancer la…
22 hours ago
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Council still questioning which administration model to choose
Renfrew -- The Renfrew town administration municipal review continues to be discussed, with more
questions from staﬀ following a staﬀ report to council. Council thought it had agreed to go with the
chief administrative oﬃcer model, but was questioned by Councillor Mike Coulas asking if it was a ﬁna…
23 hours ago
Ad • microsmallcap

Big Changes Coming To Healthcare Industry
Digital advances in health care have pushed for massive demand for better health care management
and the US market is ripe for disruption. Learn more.
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Quebec government lawyers tell court Bill 21 is not a
violation of freedoms
MONTREAL — The Quebec government does not believe its
secularism law violates freedom of religion, but rather it
serves to frame it, one of its lawyers told a court…
22 hours ago

CBC

ASIRT investigates fatal shooting of suspect by Grande Prairie RCMP
The fatal shooting of a man in Grande Prairie by RCMP oﬃcers Tuesday night is under investigation by
the Alberta Serious Incident Response Team. At about 8:20 p.m., members of the Grande Prairie RCMP
responded to a report of a domestic dispute near the Petro-Canada service station at 100th Street an…
22 hours ago
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